Introduction
“Be careful what you wish for,
you may receive it.” – anonymous
Have you ever thought about what this means?
The underlying moral of the wishing tale is often played out in real life. Every
week many people dream of winning the lottery – they make a wish. Someone then
wins a huge sum of money. While this might seem like great news, the story often
leads to misery and unhappiness. The sudden win changes lives. Friends and family
may be lost. The ‘winner ’may lose a sense of purpose as they no longer have to
go to work.
Just one wish
If you had just one chance to make a wish what whould you wish for? Think of a
few ideas. For example, I might wish for a car, a dog or a yacht. Or to be a worldfamous footballer or singer or not have to go to school! However, sometimes
there may be a downside to having a wish come true! Now try and think about the
positives and negatives of having that wish granted.

For example:
I wish I had a bright red Ferrari.
I could drive at immense speed and win many great races.
However, I would be adding to the pollution of the planet, be breaking the
speed limit and endangering my life and the lives of others.
I wish I had a small, black labrador puppy.
I could take it for long, leisurely walks in the countryside.
However, I would have to leave it alone for hours on end while I was at school.
Activity 1: Now think of two of your own:
I wish I …

I could …

However…

I wish I …

I could …

However…

Now read or listen to this story:
You can listen to it here:
https://soundcloud.com/talkforwriting/one-chance/s-A3SQppItbOx
One Chance
Outside, the evening was cold and wet. A squally wind howled, rattling the roof
tiles and shaking the window frames of 13 Wager Road. Inside, shabby curtains
were drawn, a humble fire crackled and a couple sat in silence. Jack stretched
out on the tired couch with an amused smile, turning the page of his favourite
novel. Sarah scowled, silently seething. She scanned the room, noticing the wornout furniture, peeling paint and, in her opinion, a pointless, idle husband. She
deserved so much more than this.
Suddenly, the letterbox jangled and there was a solitary but decisive knock on
the door. Hope, the Labrador, barked. Sarah pulled back the curtain and watched
as a hooded figure slipped silently away up the road. Puzzled, she stared down at
a golden card that had appeared, glinting on the frayed doormat. Tentatively, she
gathered it up and read it out loud:

Sarah gasped. This is just what she was looking for – another chance. Maybe lose
the idle husband as well, she thought, shaking her head.
“I am going to give this a go. I am thinking lots of money to buy expensive clothes
and maybe you can finally sort this house out,” she said to Jack, rummaging
desperately in the drawer for a coin.
“Utter nonsense,” muttered Jack, glancing up from his book and taking in the
room. “I love this old house and you just the way you are. Even if all that did come
true, there’ll be a catch. No one gets something for nothing. Just throw it away.”
Sarah stopped and nodded sullenly. He was right. She made to throw the ticket
on the fire, but something stopped her. Furtively, she stashed it in her pocket.
Later that evening, as Jack slept, Sarah retrieved the ticket and greedily

scratched ‘Wish 2’, dreaming of immense riches or, to be precise, £100,000.
Outside, a squally wind howled. Inside, nothing happened. Bitterly, she tossed the
ticket into the bin. The next day, the wind died down to a cool, whispering breeze.
Jack prepared for his early morning walk with Hope. Pulling his woollen hat firmly
down over his ears, he called out to Sarah that he wouldn’t be out long and left.
Sarah scowled. She could barely respond.
Eight hours passed and Sarah began to worry – where were Jack and Hope?
Shaking with fear, she dialled 999, hoping for the best but fearing the worst. A
massive search was launched but there was no sign. Jack and Hope had simply
vanished. Sarah was distraught. Deep down she worried if their disappearance
had anything to do the golden ticket.
Days later, as the wind whipped up again, a woman in a black cloak knocked at the
door. She told Sarah she had been sent to offer some compensation for her sad
loss. Sarah was feeling desperate so asked, “How much?”
“Shall we say… £100,000?”
Shocked, Sarah recalled the greedy sum she had wished for. Could it be true?
Had her selfish wish actually been granted? Quickly, she raced outside and
rummaged desperately through the bin, trying to locate the discarded ticket.
With sickening dread, she smoothed out the crumpled ticket and gasped in
horror. It was true. The second wish had been redeemed.

Sarah leaned against the bin for support, her head spinning, her thoughts in
turmoil. Then she gathered herself together. There was still one final wish left.
Could she use it to try and bring Jack and Hope back? She needed a coin, quick.
Just then, without warning, the squally wind howled and snatched the ticket from
her hand. It spiralled, higher and higher like autumn leaves in a storm and then,
like the mysterious woman herself, it was gone. Sarah cried out of helpless pain.
Inside, the shabby curtains were drawn and a humble fire crackled.
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Activity 2a: What do the words mean?
Have a look back at the story. All of the words below are in bold. See if you can
work out what they mean from the context of the story and jot your ideas
down.
Then use a dictionary or find a dictionary on the Internet e.g.
https://www.collinsdictionary.com to find the correct meaning of these words
and write out their meaning. How close were your ideas to the actual meaning?

Word
squally
shabby
humble
scowled
seething
tentatively
redeemed
sullenly
stashed

What I think it means:

What the dictionary meaning
of the word is:

immense
howled
distraught
compensation
discarded
turmoil

Activty 2b: Use some of your favourite words from the list above in
sentences. Try writing 3 new sentences.
For example, seething
Sarah’s seething resentment finally reached boiling point.
At the end of the match, the seething mass of fans spilt out of the football
ground.

Activity 3: Creating a mood with a sentence of 3
In the story, an atmosphere or mood is created by writing a brief description of the setting
(the place where the story happens). The prepositions ‘outside’ and ‘inside’ are used to start
the sentences and sentences of 3 are used to build the description. If you look at the ‘outside’
sentence below carefully, you’ll see that it tells us 3 things that the wind is doing.

Have a go at writing a sentence about what the wind is doing – think of three new powerful
verbs (doing words) to create the sentence.

Outside…

Now look at a second sentence of three - you’ll see that it gives us three details about the
inside of the house.

Have a go at writing your own version of this sentence by picking 3 details – in this sentence
the details are curtains, a fire and the character Jack – now pick 3 different details add
some new description, e.g.
Inside, the TV was muted, a chipped mug of coffee steamed on a small pine table and a white
dog slept, whimpering.

Inside…

Activity 4a: Plan what happens in your wishing story
In the story, the wish arrived in the form of a lucky scratch card or golden
ticket. Here are some other wishing objects which have been used in stories
before:

What other objects could be used?
Pick an interesting object you could use in your story and then think about how
this might arrive and how this could link to a setting and different characters.
Try to have two characters who are different. One could be nervous and worried
about the wish, the other will not, causing something else to happen that they
did not expect – be careful what you wish for! Think about the mood? How might
you make the weather reflect the bad news that is coming?
If you want some help, try reading another wishing tale:
The Golden Touch
http://classictales.educ.cam.ac.uk/stories/metamorphoses/kingmidas/Midas_Pa
rt_1_transcript.pdf

Features of a wishing
story

Plan your story
(Use bullet points)

Main characters in a
safe, homely setting, one
character is dreaming of
a fortune or a change

An object arrives with a
‘too good to be true’
promise or wish

One character warns
against, but the other
ignores the warning and
makes a wish. Nothing
happens Yet!
Wish comes true but
with consequences

Character wants to put
things right but the
wishing object
disappears

Activity 4b: Write your story. Remember to include descriptive words,
similes and sentences of 3! Good luck!

Statistics
Try these data challenges:

Now you use your reasoning skills to solve this puzzle:

